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Abstract 
The study examines and compares the effectiveness of single and double handed backhand strokes in terms of accuracy and 
percentage of success, and also to determine whether there is an association between their agility level and the of choice of 
strokes used. Samples were tested for agility and a two-item skill test for accuracy and percentage of success. Results show that 
double handed backhand have better accuracy and percentage of success but the difference was not significant. It was found that 
agility did not have any influence on the choice of backhand strokes.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
 The groundstroke is the basic of all play in tennis. To balance the skill aspect of hitting ground strokes, the player 
has to equally develop both forehand and backhand. The basic backhand stroke is easier of the two strokes (forehand 
vs. backhand) to hit mechanically, yet it is the stroke that most players fail to execute successfully during 
competition. Jimmy Connors, Michael Chang and Maria Sharapova are tennis icons who are successful in using the 
double handed backhand. However, the success of single handed backhand players like Emily Mauresmo, Justin 
Henin, and Roger Federer to name a few at international competition have prompted the researcher to study and 
compare the effectiveness of the two techniques. There are quite a number of arguments for and against the 
effectiveness for both backhand techniques.  
2. Study Objectives 
      The first objective of this study is to analyze and compare the effectiveness of using single handed (SH) and 
double handed (DH) on backhand strokes in terms of accuracy and percentage of success and performance on 
Malaysian national tennis players. The second objective is to assess the players’ level of agility and also to see 
whether there is an association between the agility of the players and their preference for either single or double 
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handed backhand strokes. In a study of elite junior players, Muller (1990) found that agility was the most important 
physical fitness component in predicting a player’s ranking. This study also explored the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two backhand strokes in relation to the style of play. 
3. Research Design and Testing Procedure 
 In order to examine the difference between (SH) and (DH) backhand strokes, 16 players aged 16-25 years from 
National Tennis Centre (NTC) and Bukit Jalil Sports School (BJSS) volunteered to participate in the study. Each 
will hit (20) backhand strokes per session as if they are playing a real tennis match, trying to hit (4) pre-established 
targets.  Three  sessions  will  be  designed for  each  group (SH)  and (DH) and the  total  score  of  each  player  will  be  
recorded. After collecting the data, the mean, standard deviation (±SD), accuracy and percentage of success of the 
backhand stroke performance of each player will be recorded and compared. Participants will also be tested for 
agility using T-drill test.  
3.1 Agility Test (T-Drill Test) 
     Agility is the ability to move quickly and change directions while maintaining control and balance. Agility is a 
combination of speed, balance, and co-ordination. T-drill test is a test of agility for athletes which includes forward, 
lateral,  and backward running. The T-drill  test was also used to determine speed with directional changes such as 
forward sprinting, left and right side shuffling, and backpedalling. Refer to Figure 1.  
.
Figure1. ‘T’ Drill test diagram 
3.1.1. Testing Procedure 
      A set of four cones are placed as illustrated in Figure 1 above. The players start from cone A. On the command 
of the timer, the subject sprints to cone B and touch the left base with the right hand and shuffles sideways to C, and 
touches its base with his/her left hand. Then the subject shuffle sideways to the right to cone D and after touching 
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the  base  with  the  right  hand  shuffle  back  to  cone  B  touching  the  base  again  but  with  left  hand  and  finally,  run   
backwards to cone A. The stopwatch is stopped as they pass cone A. 
3.1.2 Scoring the test
     The trail will not be counted if the subject crosses one foot in front of the other while shuffling, fails to touch the 
base of the cones, or failing to face forward throughout the test. The best time of the three successful trails to the 
nearest 0.1 seconds is taken. 
3.2. Stroke Test 
Players are required to hit two cross court and down the line backhand strokes from the baseline with their 
preferred technique. The ball will be fed using ball feeder machine (Lobster Pro) at stroke zone, in the area of the 
tennis court where most points are won. Each participant will hit (20) backhand strokes as if they are playing a real 
tennis match (powerful and without effecting the backhand strokes), trying to hit (4) pre-established targets. The 
player is instructed to take only one ball at the time with objective of keeping from (3) to (5) seconds interval 
between each backhand stroke, just like what happens in a real match. Three sessions will be designed for each 
group (SH) & (DH) backhand stroke and the total score of each player will be recorded. The scoring record of each 
target is defined according to the difficulty level of the task: 
(3 points): On the desired target (AV & AI); 
(2 points): On the intermediate area (Int.); 
(1 point):   On the third area (FV & FI); 
(0 point):   Did not hit the areas (outside the targets or at the net). 
Figure2. Target areas of the tennis court 
Figure 2 shows the division of the court into three areas, where players could hit (zero) to (three) points depending 
on the number of backhand strokes hitting the target area. The tennis player has to hit backhand strokes (5) times to 
each of the following targets: 
(AI): cross-court in the deuce court; 
(FI): down the line in the deuce court; 
(FV): down the line in the advantage court; 
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Each tennis player from (SH) group and (DH) group has to stand behind the base line of the court [(PI), (PV)], so 
that they will receive successful shots to their backhand sides, in which they will hit (5) backhand strokes each to 
AI, FI, FV, and AV targets.  There was a total of 20 backhand strokes for each player per session. (Int.) stands for 
Intermediate where players will be awarded 2 points if the ball hits this area. 
4. Result of the study 
4.1. Agility Test 
     According to  the  data  obtained,  it  was  found that  the  means  of  the  T.  drill  test  was  10.88  and 11.31 for  both  
groups SH and DH respectively and that the agility level for both groups were average. Therefore, agility factor has 
not been the influential factor for choosing the backhand strokes among the sample tested. 
4.2. SH and DH Backhand Strokes Test  
     When the backhand strokes in terms of accuracy were analyzed, the results showed that the double handed 
backhand (DH) group successfully hit (58.33%) on the desired target (3 points) while the single handed (SH) group 
hit (51.66%) showing a better precision of the backhand strokes when they were executed with double handed (DH). 
Considering only the (Successful) backhand strokes, (DH) group hit (71.42%) of successful backhand strokes in the 
desired target while the (SH) group managed to hit (64.58%) of the successful backhand strokes in the desired 
target. The results showed that percentage of success for double handed is also better than the single handed. The 
difference in the backhand strokes test total scores for each group (SH & DH) were compared using the independent 
samples t- test. The independent samples t-test indicated by conventional criteria, revealed that the difference of 
scores between groups is not statistically significant: P > 0.05 (t = 1.17, DF = 68.13, the two-tailed P-value equals 
0.2465). A non-significant result suggests that, there is no difference between the two backhand strokes groups. This 
finding is consistent with the results of previous studies by Carol, 2004; Gillet et al., 2010). 
5. Discussion  
   The backhand is generally considered more difficult to master than the forehand. Beginner and intermediate 
players often have difficulty hitting the backhand strokes and junior players often have trouble because they are not 
strong enough to execute the strokes. Some professional tennis players prefer the single handed backhand while 
others the double handed backhand. Thus, it has been proven over the years that both backhand strokes can be very 
effective, depending on the individual (Carol, 2004). Although backhand strokes are typically less powerful than 
forehand strokes, backhand strokes have one big advantage; since they are hit in front of the body and mostly with 
the arm, it is easy to change the trajectory of backhand shots with only slight modifications of the stroke, making it 
difficult for the opponent to anticipate where players will hit the ball (Brody, 1987). Therefore, it is especially 
important to work on varying shot placement when doing backhand practice to compensate for the lower speed of 
the strokes. In addition, quickness seemed to be an important determining factor on player’s success. 
  There are quite a number of arguments for and against the advantages of using both backhand techniques. The 
single handed backhand has more reach, easier to learn and to apply slice shots, and have better feel and control for 
backhand volley. In addition, the single handed backhand  have more variety on the baseline and approach shots but 
will have difficulty handling fast and high bouncing ball and do not have enough power to strike when off balance 
since it is difficult to play it in an open stance (Bahamonde & Knudson, 1998b). However, a study by Wang (1998) 
conducted through kinematic analysis found no differences exist between single handed and double handed 
backhand strokes stances. With the single handed backhand stroke, it is also difficult to apply extreme topspin shots 
and short cross court shots. However, according to Magill (2004), the single handed backhand causes a greater 
velocity right after impact since greater force is applied by a flatter racket hits with less topspin. 
     The double handed on the other hand have less reach, slower to apply slice shots and less variety shots (Magill, 
2004). Whether a player hit a double handed backhand or not, the slice shot is an important shot for every tennis 
players to have (Chandler et al., 1990). By comparison, double handed backhand handle high and fast balls easier 
and could make extreme topspins and cross court shots effectively.  According to Stan et al. (1989) the double 
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handed backhand can be learnt much easier than its counterpart. The movement-production strategy analysis 
techniques used by Gillet et al. (2010) also found that there is no difference observed between the two backhand 
strokes when they are executed. In addition, a study conducted on highly skilled players also found that there is no 
difference in reach between the two strokes when the players were properly prepared to swing (Groppel, 1992; 
Carol, 2004). 
6. Conclusion 
     Although recent research points to the double handed backhand holding certain advantages over the single 
handed technique, coaches should continue to work with their players to find the most suitable backhand stroke for 
each individual. Bjorn Borg, Chris Evert, Jimmy Connors, Mats Wilander and later Rafael Nadal, Kim Clijsters and 
the William sisters have successfully used the double handed backhand and have inspired young players throughout 
the world to adopt a technique which seemed to produce much more power than the traditional single handed 
backhand. However, the aesthetic appeal of the one handed by Justine Henin, Emily Mauresmo, and Roger Federer 
among others is now encouraging more and more players to emulate them. 
     Whilst the results produce no significant difference between the two backhand strokes, the study suggest the 
importance of trying to guide the youngster to make the right decision in their choices of strokes and also the need to 
master the backhands as it is not decisively proven that one is better than the other. According to Schleihauf  (2004) 
both accuracy and percentage of success are necessary for a productive backhand stroke. Hopefully, coaches will 
guide their players to master both backhands and specialise on one base on the principles of biomechanics and not 
merely to emulate others. 
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